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Abstract. We report the effects of actinic illumination on
the heterogeneous ozonation kinetics of solid pyrene films
and pyrene adsorbed at air-octanol and air-aqueous inter-
faces. Upon illumination, the ozonation of solid pyrene
films and pyrene at the air-aqueous interface proceeds more
quickly than in darkness; no such enhancement is observed
for pyrene at the air-octanol interface. Under dark condi-
tions, the reaction of pyrene at all three interfaces proceeds
via a Langmuir-Hinshelwood-type surface mechanism. In
the presence of light, Langmuir-Hinshelwood kinetics are
observed for solid pyrene films but a linear dependence upon
gas-phase ozone concentration is observed at the air-aqueous
interface. We interpret these results as evidence of the im-
portance of charge-transfer pathways for the ozonation of
excited-state pyrene. The dramatically different behaviour
of pyrene at the surface of these three simple reaction en-
vironments highlights the difficulties inherent in represent-
ing complex reactive surfaces in the laboratory, and suggests
caution in extrapolating laboratory results to environmental
surfaces.

1 Introduction

In high-density urban environments, the percentage of land
area covered by impervious surfaces – roads, rooftops, side-
walks, windows, and other surfaces that hinder the infiltra-
tion of water into soil (Arnold and Gibbons, 1996) – can
reach 98% (Boyd et al., 1993). In 1998, Law and Diamond
postulated that an organic film develops on these surfaces via
the direct condensation of semi-volatile chemicals and/or via
the deposition of secondary organic aerosols, which are in
turn formed by the nucleation or condensation onto particles
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of the lower-vapour-pressure products of gas-phase reactions
(Law and Diamond, 1998). This organic coating, commonly
referred to as “urban film”, has been shown to enhance both
the particle capture efficiency of the surface and the sorption
of gas-phase chemicals to the surface, and thereby serve as
a reservoir for hydrophobic organic compounds (Butt et al.,
2004; Liu et al., 2003b).

Chemical characterization of the organic fraction of urban
film has revealed the presence of a variety of alkanes; a num-
ber of polar functional groups, including alcohols, esters, car-
boxylic acids, and carbohydrates; a large fraction of poly-
meric material; and a wide variety of compounds of toxico-
logical significance (Diamond et al., 2000; Liu et al., 2003a;
Lam et al., 2005; Simpson et al., 2006; Unger and Gustafs-
son, 2008; Gingrich and Diamond, 2001). Of particular in-
terest to this study is the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon
(PAH) profile observed in urban films: total PAH concen-
tration has been shown to rise along a rural-urban gradient
(Gingrich and Diamond, 2001) and can reach values as high
as 62 000 ng m−2 in highly polluted urban environments (Di-
amond et al., 2000).

Generally, urban film contains an “aged” PAH profile as
compared to that present in “fresh” vehicle exhaust: less re-
active PAHs such as pyrene, phenanthrene, and fluoranthene
dominate in the film while more reactive PAHs such as an-
thracene and benzo[a]pyrene are depleted (Liu et al., 2003b;
Diamond et al., 2000; Gingrich and Diamond, 2001). This
abundance pattern has been attributed to the rapid photo-
oxidation of reactive PAH species, both in the gas phase
and in the film itself (Diamond et al., 2000). Indeed, the
results of one modelling study suggest that the large surface-
area-to-volume ratio of urban film (∼1.4×107) serves to pro-
mote chemical loss by re-volatilization, wash-off, and photo-
induced reactions (Diamond et al., 2001).

Motivated by these observations, our group has explored
the role that organic films play in heterogeneous atmospheric
reactive processes (Donaldson et al., 2005; Kahan et al.,
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2006; Kwamena et al., 2007a; Styler et al., 2009). The het-
erogeneous ozonation of PAHs in solid films (Styler et al.,
2009) and incorporated into artificial “window grime” (Ka-
han et al., 2006) has been shown to proceed considerably
faster than in the gas phase; in fact, the results of a mod-
elling study suggest that ozonation on surface films is a ma-
jor loss process for lower-volatility PAH species (Kwamena
et al., 2007a). Given that the products of PAH ozonation are
themselves photoactive (Mmereki et al., 2004), these results
imply that oxidative processes occurring within urban films
may not only significantly influence the lifetime and relative
abundance of PAH species but also promote other heteroge-
neous photoprocesses.

The products of PAH ozonation, which typically dis-
play enhanced toxicity (Luster-Teasley et al., 2005; Luster-
Teasley et al., 2002), would not be expected to partition into
the gas phase. Rather, their residence time in the film would
be expected to be limited by rain-induced washoff, which has
been shown to transfer the vast majority of PAH species to
urban surface waters regardless of polarity (Labencki et al.,
unpublished manuscript). This phenomenon has the poten-
tial to act as a pathway for contamination of urban soils and
vegetation.

In recent years, a wide variety of studies have investigated
heterogeneous photochemical processes occurring on solid
organic surfaces (Nieto-Gligorovski et al., 2008; Brigante
et al., 2008; Stemmler et al., 2006; Jammoul et al., 2008;
George et al., 2005; D’Anna et al., 2009) and organic com-
pounds sorbed to silica particles (Net et al., 2009; Net et
al., 2010; Nieto-Gligorovski et al., 2010), where these sur-
faces have been envisaged as laboratory proxies for organic
aerosol and urban film surfaces. These studies have shown
that the heterogeneous reactive uptake of O3 and NO2 by a
variety of photoactive organics is enhanced in the presence
of light (Nieto-Gligorovski et al., 2008; Brigante et al., 2008;
Stemmler et al., 2006; Jammoul et al., 2008; George et al.,
2005; D’Anna et al., 2009; Net et al., 2009; Net et al., 2010;
Nieto-Gligorovski et al., 2010), and have provided indica-
tions that such light-enhanced processes may alter aerosol
wettability (Nieto-Gligorovski et al., 2008) and optical prop-
erties (Nieto-Gligorovski et al., 2010). To date, however, the
basic assumption underlying laboratory work in this area –
that the reaction environment provided by simple proxy sys-
tems is sufficiently representative of that provided by real en-
vironmental surfaces – has yet to be comprehensively exam-
ined.

Guided by early experiments by Diamond et al. (Dia-
mond et al., 2000), which showed that the urban film-air
and octanol-air partition coefficients were comparable for a
variety of PAH species, our group has previously used oc-
tanol as a proxy for the organic component of urban surface
films (Kahan et al., 2006; Handley et al., 2007). This, with
the recent discovery that PAHs associate strongly with black
carbon aerosol particles in the organic component of urban
films (Unger and Gustafsson, 2008), leads one to expect that

both solid PAH films and PAH-containing octanol films may
be appropriate laboratory proxies for urban film surfaces. In
this study, we test the assumption that photoenhanced pro-
cesses are similar in these substrates by examining the influ-
ence of light upon the ozonation kinetics of pyrene, a repre-
sentative PAH, at air-octanol, air-solid film, and air-aqueous
interfaces.

2 Experimental

2.1 Apparatus

The glancing-angle laser-induced fluorescence technique
used in this study has been previously used by our group
to investigate a range of heterogeneous oxidative processes
(Kahan et al., 2006; Styler et al., 2009; Mmereki and Don-
aldson, 2003). All experiments described herein were con-
ducted in the∼500 mL Teflon reaction chamber recently em-
ployed by Styler et al. (Styler et al., 2009) to study the ozona-
tion kinetics of solid pyrene films. A quartz window present
on the top of the reaction chamber allows for the illumination
of samples. The chamber is also equipped with inlet and out-
let ports for the introduction and venting of gaseous reagents.
Gas-phase ozone was generated by passing a flow of high-
purity oxygen (1 L min−1, as measured by a mass flow meter)
through a variable ozone generator. Prior to its introduction
to the sample chamber, the ozone flow was directed through
a 10-cm quartz-windowed absorption cell, where its concen-
tration was determined by measuring the attenuation of the
output of a 254-nm Hg pen-ray lamp passed through the cell.

Sample excitation was accomplished using either a pulsed
nitrogen laser (337 nm) or a Nd:YAG-pumped tunable opti-
cal parametric oscillator (operated at 266 nm), which were
aligned such that the incoming beam passed through a quartz
window, impinged on the sample surface at a glancing angle,
and exited the chamber through a second quartz window op-
posite the first. The lasers were operated at a repetition rate
of ∼10 Hz and had pulse energies of∼260 µJ pulse−1 and
∼3 mJ pulse−1, respectively.

Pyrene fluorescence was collected perpendicular to the
sample by a 7-mm diameter liquid light guide positioned∼1
cm above it. The fluorescence was imaged into a monochro-
mator and the wavelength-resolved intensity was then de-
tected by a photomultiplier tube, the output of which was
sent to a digital oscilloscope. The resulting fluorescence de-
cay curves were averaged over 16 laser shots; a 25–70 ns
segment of each such averaged curve was sampled by a Lab-
VIEW data-acquisition program and stored for later analysis.

2.2 Sample preparation

Octanol-based films (Kahan et al., 2006; Handley et al.,
2007) were prepared by dispensing 20 µL of a 10−5 M or
10−2 M solution of pyrene in 1-octanol onto a microscope
slide that had been previously greased with∼1 mg silicone
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stopcock grease (Dow Corning). A spatula was then used to
smear the pyrene solution across the surface of the slide such
that it became well mixed with the stopcock grease. Solid
pyrene films were prepared by dispensing 20 µL of a 2.5 mM
solution of pyrene in methanol onto a clean microscope slide
and allowing the methanol to evaporate. The surface cover-
age of films prepared using this technique (∼2.5 µg cm−2)
is of the same order of magnitude as the surface coverage
used for our previous investigation of the ozonation of solid
pyrene films (Styler et al., 2009). In order to study the ozona-
tion kinetics of pyrene at the air-aqueous interface, 2.4 mL of
a 2.6×10−7 M solution of pyrene in 18 M� deionized water
was used to fill a shallow Petri dish positioned below the liq-
uid light guide. One set of experiments was also conducted
with a five times more dilute pyrene solution.

2.3 Fluorescence spectra and ozonation kinetics studies

Wavelength-resolved fluorescence spectra of pyrene at the
surface of the three substrates investigated in this study were
obtained under an oxygen atmosphere. For each sample, the
monochromator was manually scanned to monitor fluores-
cence intensity at 1-nm intervals over the wavelength range
of interest.

Since pyrene fluorescence is efficiently quenched by oxy-
gen (Kahan et al., 2006), all kinetics experiments began by
allowing pure oxygen to flow through the reaction chamber.
Once the pyrene fluorescence intensity reached a constant
value, the ozone generator was turned on. The heterogeneous
ozonation of pyrene at the surface of dilute octanol films
and at the air-aqueous interface was followed by monitoring
the time-dependent decay of fluorescence from monomeric
pyrene (vide infra) upon exposure to gas-phase ozone. Ex-
periments at the air-aqueous interface were performed at
ozone concentrations ranging from 1.8×1015 molec cm−3 to
5.8×1015 molec cm−3; fluorescence was measured at either
392 nm or 372 nm. Experiments at the air-octanol inter-
face were performed using∼8×1015 molec cm−3 ozone and
monitored at 384 nm. The heterogeneous ozonation of solid
pyrene films and pyrene at the surface of concentrated oc-
tanol films was followed by monitoring the time-dependent
decrease in excimer fluorescence at 466 nm (vide infra) upon
exposure to∼6×1015 and∼8×1015 molec cm−3 ozone, re-
spectively. All reactions were performed at room tempera-
ture and atmospheric pressure.

Samples were illuminated using the optically filtered
(λ>295 nm) output of a 150 W xenon arc lamp (Oriel Cor-
poration). The output of the light source was blocked for
∼5 s prior to the acquisition of fluorescence intensity data in
order to ensure that pyrene fluorescence excited by the laser
was the only signal collected by the liquid light guide.

(a)  

 
 
 

(b)  

 

(a)  

 
 
 

(b)  

 

Fig. 1. Fluorescence emission spectra of pyrene measured at the
surface of(a) 2.6×10−7 M solution of pyrene in deionized wa-
ter (black) excited at 337 nm and 10−5 M pyrene in octanol (red)
spread on silicone grease and excited at 337 nm;(b) 10−5 M (red)
and 10−2 M (blue) pyrene in octanol spread on silicone grease and
excited at 337 nm, and 2.5 µg cm−2 surface coverage solid pyrene
film (black) prepared via evaporation from methanol solution and
excited at 266 nm.

2.4 Chemicals

1-octanol (99%, Aldrich), pyrene (98%, Aldrich), and
methanol (ACS grade, Aldrich) were used without purifica-
tion. Oxygen gas (99.995%, BOC Gases) was used as deliv-
ered.

3 Results

3.1 Fluorescence spectra

The vibronic fine structure of pyrene monomer fluorescence
shows a strong dependence upon the local solvent environ-
ment: in particular, the ratio of intensities of the third (III)
to the first (I) peaks in the fluorescence emission spectrum
is lower in more polar environments than in less polar ones
(Mmereki and Donaldson, 2002). Figure 1a compares the
fluorescence emission spectrum observed for pyrene at the
surface of dilute octanol solution with that observed for
pyrene at the air-aqueous interface (Kahan et al., 2006). The
III/I ratio observed for pyrene at the air-aqueous interface
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Figure 2 
 

Fig. 2. Decay in fluorescence emission intensity at the surface of
2.6×10−7 M pyrene in deionized water (337 nm excitation; 392 nm
emission) upon exposure to∼6×1015molecules cm−3 ozone. The
solid circles show the dark reaction while the hollow circles show
the light reaction. All experiments were performed at room temper-
ature and atmospheric pressure.

(∼0.6) is considerably lower than that observed at the sur-
face of dilute octanol films (∼1.2). This observation suggests
that pyrene experiences a more polar environment at the air-
aqueous interface than at the air-octanol interface.

Figure 1b displays the fluorescence emission spectra of
pyrene measured at the surface of dilute and concentrated
solutions of pyrene in octanol and of pyrene at the surface
of solid film samples. At high bulk solution concentrations,
the fluorescence spectrum of pyrene at the surface of octanol
films contains a broad, red-shifted, featureless band char-
acteristic of emission from excimeric pyrene (Forster and
Kasper, 1955). Solid pyrene films, by contrast, exhibit un-
structured, excimer-type fluorescence exclusively (Takahashi
et al., 1980).

3.2 Dark ozonation kinetics

The heterogeneous ozonation kinetics of pyrene were deter-
mined by fitting the time-dependent loss in fluorescence in-
tensity upon exposure to ozone to the exponential function:

I = I0e
−kobst +c

Here,I0 is the initial fluorescence intensity,I is the fluores-
cence intensity after timet , kobs is the observed fluorescence
decay rate due to reaction, andc is a constant that accounts
for variations in background signal intensities. The values of
kobs obtained in this manner are displayed in Table 1.

Because ozone concentrations remained constant during
each experiment,kobs is a pseudo-first-order rate coefficient.
As exemplified in Fig. 2 by the quality of the fits for the
heterogeneous ozonation of pyrene at the air-aqueous inter-
face, the reaction is first-order with respect to pyrene in all
of the environments under study (R2 >0.85 for solid films
and>0.98 at the air-aqueous and air-octanol interfaces). The
value ofkobs at the air-octanol interface compares well with

(a)  

 
 
 

(b)  

 

(a)  

 
 
 

(b)  

 

Fig. 3. Heterogeneous loss rate of pyrene at the(a) air-solid film
and(b) air-aqueous interface as a function of gas-phase ozone con-
centration. The solid circles represent the dark reaction while the
hollow circles represent the light reaction. In(a), the inverted tri-
angles represent the current experiments; all other data is adapted
from Styler et al. (2009). The inverted solid triangle in(b) repre-
sents experiments performed using a 320 nm long-pass optical fil-
ter; all other experiments were performed using a 295 nm filter. The
hollow square in(b) represents experiments performed at the sur-
face of five times more dilute aqueous pyrene solutions under dark
conditions. All experiments were performed at room temperature
and atmospheric pressure.

that previously observed by Kahan et al. (Kahan et al., 2006)
for pyrene at the surface of decanol-based urban film prox-
ies. Thekobsobtained for solid pyrene films is similar to that
obtained by our group under comparable experimental con-
ditions (Styler et al., 2009).

The solid symbols in Fig. 3a and b show the dependence of
kobs on gas-phase ozone concentration for solid pyrene films
(Styler et al., 2009) and pyrene at the air-aqueous interface,
respectively, under dark conditions. As shown by the hollow
square in Fig. 3b, a comparablekobs is observed at the sur-
face of a five times more dilute pyrene solution. This result
implies that the kinetics observed at the air-aqueous interface
are not influenced by pyrene-pyrene interactions. The solid
lines in Fig. 3a and b illustrate fits to the data assuming a
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Table 1. Kinetic parameters for pyrene loss as a function of proxy identity.

kobs (O3)
/10−3 s−1

kobs (hν + O3)
/10−3 s−1

kobs (hν)

/10−3 s−1
A
/10−3 s−1

B
/1015molec cm−3

solid film 2.44±0.92a

3.2±1.1b,c
4.71±0.81a

5.3±1.5b,c
small evaporative loss 3.4±0.3 (dark)b,c

5.0±0.6 (hν)b,c
0.5±0.2 (dark)b,c

0.6±0.3 (hν)b,c

air-octanol
interface
(10−5 M)

0.65±0.18b

0.7±0.1d
0.67b – – –

air-octanol
interfaceb

(10−2 M)

0.63 0.55 – – –

air-aqueous
interface

1.7±0.7a 2.8±0.7a 0.55± 0.04a 1.5 (dark)e

1.3±0.4 (dark)a
2.1 (dark)e

2.1±1.6 (dark)a

a At an ozone concentration of∼6×1015 molecules cm−3. b At an ozone concentration of∼8×1015 molecules cm−3. c From Styler et al. (2009)d From Kahan et al. (2006)e From
Donaldson et al. (2005).

Langmuir-Hinshelwood kinetic model, in which ozone ad-
sorbs to the surface prior to reaction and the rate of reac-
tion depends upon the surface concentration of both species
(Adamson, 1990). Under these conditions, the dependence
of kobs upon gas-phase ozone concentration can be fit to an
equation of the following form:

kobs=
A[O3(g)]

B +[O3(g)]

Here,A is equal to the product of the bimolecular rate con-
stantkII and the maximum number of surface sites avail-
able for ozone adsorptionNsurf, and B represents a ratio
of surface desorption to adsorption from both bulk phases
(Mmereki and Donaldson, 2003). As shown in Table 1, the
Langmuir-Hinshelwood parameters obtained in the present
study for pyrene at the air-aqueous interface agree well with
those previously obtained by Donaldson et al. (Donaldson et
al., 2005).

3.3 Ozonation kinetics under illumination

At the highest ozone concentration employed in these ex-
periments (∼8×1015 molecules cm−3), the average pseudo-
first-order rate coefficient for ozonation of pyrene under illu-
mination at the surface of both dilute and concentrated oc-
tanol films is the same as that observed in the dark. At
an ozone concentration of∼6×1015 molecules cm−3, the
ozone-driven loss of pyrene at the air-aqueous interface and
at the surface of solid pyrene films displays a modest en-
hancement in the presence of light. These results are sum-
marized in Table 1.

The averagekobs for the heterogeneous ozonation of solid-
film pyrene increases from (2.44±0.92)×10−3 s−1 in the
dark to (4.71±0.81)×10−3 s−1 upon illumination at an ozone
concentration of∼6×1015 molec cm−3. This enhancement,

illustrated by the triangle symbols in Fig. 3a, is compara-
ble to that previously observed by our group for solid-film
pyrene under similar conditions: at an ozone concentration
of ∼8×1015 molec cm−3, the averagekobs increased from
(3.2±1.1)×10−3 s−1 in darkness to (5.3±1.5)×10−3 s−1 in
the presence of light (Styler et al., 2009). The photolysis of
solid-sorbed pyrene is known to be slow (Reyes et al., 2000;
Behymer and Hites, 1988). With no ozone present, we ob-
serve only a slow evaporative loss of pyrene upon illumina-
tion.

The hollow symbols in Fig. 3a and b show the dependence
of kobs on gas-phase ozone concentration for solid pyrene
films (Styler et al., 2009) and pyrene at the air-aqueous inter-
face, respectively, under illuminated conditions. As shown
by the intercept in Fig. 3b, photochemical loss of pyrene at
the water surface in the absence of ozone cannot fully ac-
count for the enhancement observed at the air-aqueous in-
terface. Unlike the pseudo-first-order ozonation rate of il-
luminated pyrene solid films, which displays a Langmuir-
Hinshelwood-type dependence on gas-phase ozone concen-
tration (Styler et al., 2009), the pseudo-first-order ozonation
rate of pyrene at the air-aqueous interface varies linearly with
gas-phase ozone concentration. At the surface of a substan-
tially more dilute pyrene solution, we again observed a linear
dependence of pyrene loss rate on ozone concentration (not
shown in Fig. 3).

In order to verify that the enhanced pyrene loss observed
under illumination does not arise from reaction of pyrene
with OH produced by the photolysis of ozone and subse-
quent reaction of O(1D) with water vapour, some experi-
ments were performed using a 320 nm long-pass optical fil-
ter. O(1D) production under these conditions – estimated us-
ing measured filter transmission spectra and literature val-
ues for ozone absorption cross section and O(1D) quantum
yield (Finlayson-Pitts and Pitts, 2000) – is expected to be two
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orders of magnitude lower than O(1D) production using the
295 nm long-pass filter. However, as illustrated by the solid
inverted triangle in Fig. 3b, we observed a near-identicalkobs
in these experiments, which implies that OH production does
not contribute to the observed kinetics.

4 Discussion

4.1 Heterogeneous ozonation of pyrene under dark
conditions

Previous mechanistic studies of the reaction of gas-phase
ozone with solid films of pyrene (Styler et al., 2009), pyrene
at the surface of dilute decanol-based urban film proxies (Ka-
han et al., 2006), and pyrene at the air-aqueous interface
(Donaldson et al., 2005) have shown that all three reactions
proceed via a Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism, in which
ozone adsorbs to the surface prior to reaction and the rate
of reaction depends upon the surface concentration of both
species (Adamson, 1990).

The Langmuir-HinshelwoodA parameter contains the
two-dimensional rate coefficient for reaction: as shown in
Table 1, its value for solid-film pyrene is approximately three
times larger than for pyrene at the air-aqueous interface and
approximately five times larger than for pyrene at the surface
of octanol films. This result echoes previous observations of
enhanced PAH reactivity in the solid state: theA parameters
for the heterogeneous ozonation of both benzo[a]pyrene and
anthracene are larger when they are sorbed to solid surfaces
(Poschl et al., 2001; Kwamena et al., 2006) than when they
are incorporated into octanol- or decanol-based films (Kahan
et al., 2006).

It is tempting to propose that the heterogeneous ozonation
kinetics of PAHs dissolved in organic films might be limited
by the diffusion of PAHs from bulk solution to the air-film
boundary. After a thorough examination of this issue, how-
ever, Kwamena et al. (Kwamena et al., 2007b) concluded that
such liquid-phase diffusion constraints are likely not impor-
tant. This suggests that the mechanism by which the reaction
environment influences the heterogeneous reaction of PAHs
with adsorbed ozone is chemical in nature.

In organic solvents, the rate-determining step for PAH
ozonation is believed to be the formation of a chargedπ -
or σ -complex with ozone via electrophilic attack (Pryor et
al., 1983). This implies that both the polarity of the reac-
tion environment and the electrophilicity of ozone within the
reaction environment may influence the rate of PAH ozona-
tion. If such effects were important at interfaces, one would
expect the heterogeneous ozonation rate of PAHs to vary
as a function of surface polarity. Our work provides some
support for this hypothesis: the pseudo-first-order rate coef-
ficient for ozonation of pyrene at the air-aqueous interface
is somewhat larger than that observed for pyrene at the air-
octanol interface. However, this observation is far from uni-

versal: the Langmuir-HinshelwoodA parameter for the re-
action of ozone with anthracene has been observed to be vir-
tually identical (∼2.5×10−3 s−1) when anthracene is present
at the surface of “pure” water, water coated with a monolayer
of 1-octanol, or decanol-based urban film proxies (Mmereki
and Donaldson, 2003; Kahan et al., 2006). Taken together,
these results suggest that the role that the chemical nature of
the surface plays in influencing the heterogeneous reaction of
PAHs with adsorbed ozone under dark conditions is at best
uncertain.

As illustrated in Fig. 1b, we observe broad, featureless,
excimer-type fluorescence at the surface of both solid pyrene
films and concentrated octanol films. On solid surfaces, ex-
cimeric emission by pyrene has been largely attributed to ab-
sorption and subsequent emission by weakly bound ground-
state associated pairs (Barbas et al., 1994; Reyes et al., 2000).
Evidence for the existence of higher aggregates in the solid
state is provided by the absorption spectrum of thin pyrene
films, which exhibits a long-wavelength tail (Nautiyal and
Bisht, 2010). The enhanced ozonation loss rate observed
for PAHs in the solid-film environment as compared to the
organic-film environment has been previously postulated to
arise from an enhanced reactivity of such self-associated
PAHs with ozone (Kahan et al., 2006). Indeed, it seems plau-
sible that the extended electronic structure of the solid film
and the resultant resonance stabilization of charged reaction
intermediates might confer enhanced heterogeneous reactiv-
ity toward ozone.

Until recently, ground-state PAH aggregation was not be-
lieved to occur in solution: the broad, structureless emission
observed for solution-phase pyrene and other PAHs at high
concentrations had been attributed exclusively to “dynamic”
excimers – transient dimers existing only in the excited state
and formed by the interaction of an excited molecule with
one in the ground state (Winnik, 1993). A number of re-
cent studies, however, have suggested that ground-state as-
sociated pairs and/or aggregates, whose formation has been
shown to be promoted by hydrophobic,π -stacking interac-
tions (Jones and Vullev, 2001), may also contribute to the
emission profile of concentrated pyrene solutions (Khakhel’,
2001; Boateng, 2007; Andriessen et al., 1992; Krykunova
and Khakhel’, 1998). The role that these species play in the
reactivity of pyrene at the air-organic interface is currently
unclear, however, and warrants further study.

4.2 Heterogeneous ozonation of pyrene under
illumination

Some mechanistic insight into our observations can be pro-
vided by considering the various photochemical and pho-
tophysical deactivation pathways available to the singlet-
state monomeric and excimeric pyrene species formed upon
absorption of light in the presence of ozone and oxygen.
These deactivation pathways are displayed schematically in
Scheme 1.
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Scheme 1. Photophysical and photochemical deactivation pathways available to excited-state 
pyrene molecules. 
 

Scheme 1.Photophysical and photochemical deactivation pathways
available to excited-state pyrene molecules.

First, singlet-state pyrene may form a charge-transfer com-
plex with adsorbed ozone, which may subsequently undergo
reactive decay to yield an oxygenated pyrene radical and
molecular oxygen. This pathway, referred to in Scheme 1
and in the following discussion as anA-type pathway, is ex-
pected to lead to photoenhanced pyrene loss: indeed, we
have previously invoked the existence of a charge-transfer
complex between solid pyrene films and adsorbed ozone to
explain the observed light-induced enhancement of the het-
erogeneous reaction rate for these two species (Styler et al.,
2009). Of course, singlet-state pyrene may also form a
charge-transfer complex with adsorbed oxygen, giving rise to
pyrene ions in the absence of ozone. However, in the present
experiments, the photochemical loss rate of solid-film pyrene
under a pure oxygen atmosphere was insignificant over the
time scale of the ozonation reaction.

Singlet-state pyrene may also be deactivated via oxygen-
assisted intersystem crossing (with or without the production
of excited singlet molecular oxygen, O2(

11g) (Abdel-Shafi
et al., 2001; Abdel-Shafi and Wilkinson, 2000)); the resultant
lower-energy triplet state may then be quenched by oxygen
to yield ground-state pyrene with the concomitant production
of O2(

11g) (Shold, 1978; Abdel-Shafi et al., 2001). Given
that pyrene does not react efficiently with O2(

11g) (Reyes
et al., 2000; Kubat et al., 2000), this pathway, referred to in
Scheme 1 and in the following discussion as aB-type path-
way, can be viewed purely as a photophysical deactivation
process.

The relative importance ofA-type andB-type pathways –
and thus the propensity of pyrene to undergo photoenhanced
ozonation – depends strongly on the nature of the reaction
medium. In non-polar solvents such as octanol,A-type path-
ways are insignificant: although there is some evidence for
the formation of contact charge-transfer (CCT) complexes
between pyrene and dissolved oxygen molecules in cyclo-
hexane solution, the value of the CCT quenching constant is
two orders of magnitude smaller than the dynamic, collision-
based quenching constant (Brownrigg and Kenny, 2009).

Our previous observations of order-of-magnitude enhance-
ments in pyrene photolysis rates in bulk aqueous solution
over those observed in organic solution (Donaldson et al.,
2009) and our present failure to observe a light-induced en-
hancement in the heterogeneous ozonation of pyrene at the
air-octanol interface both provide additional evidence for the
solvent dependence of these charge-transfer-type reactions.
Persuasive evidence for the predominance ofB-type path-
ways in non-polar solvents has been provided by a number
of authors: the fraction of excited pyrene singlet states which
yields triplet states upon quenching by oxygen, for example,
has been shown to be unity in toluene (Potashnik et al., 1971)
and cyclohexane (Kikuchi, 1991; Abdel-Shafi et al., 2001).

As shown in Table 1, the heterogeneous ozonation of
solid-film pyrene displays a modest enhancement upon illu-
mination. These results are consistent with observations of
A-type behaviour for solid-sorbed pyrene: pyrene is known
to form charge-transfer complexes upon adsorption to reac-
tive sites on silica gel (Ruetten and Thomas, 1998); at higher
surface loadings on silica-alumina andγ -alumina, pyrene
radical cations react with parent molecules to form monopos-
itive dimeric radical cations (Mao and Thomas, 1992). Solid-
phase pyrene is also known to undergo charge-transfer pro-
cesses with adsorbed gaseous species: the formation of
HONO upon reaction of an illuminated pyrene film with
NO2, for example, has been attributed to the photoreduc-
tion of NO2 by excited-state pyrene (Brigante et al., 2008).
Finally, pyrene photooxidation on surfaces is generally be-
lieved to proceed via an electron-transfer mechanism (Mao
and Thomas, 1995; Reyes et al., 2000; Boscher et al., 2005).
On silica gel, the pyrene radical cation has been shown to
be an intermediate of the photooxidation process (Mao and
Thomas, 1995).

A-type pathways are also common in polar solvents: a
number of authors (Potashnik et al., 1971; Abdel-Shafi
and Wilkinson, 2000; Sato et al., 1995; Shold, 1978)
have attributed non-quantitative triplet yields for excited-
state pyrene upon quenching by oxygen in polar solvents to
the existence of charge-transfer interactions between pyrene
and oxygen that compete with oxygen-enhanced intersys-
tem crossing; in some cases, absorbance attributable to the
pyrene cation has been observed (Potashnik et al., 1971). In
addition, pyrene photooxidation in aqueous solution is be-
lieved to occur via a charge-transfer process (Clark et al.,
2007; Sigman et al., 1998). Specifically, it is thought to occur
either via the excitation of CCT pairs or via electron transfer
to oxygen from the excited singlet state of pyrene; in both
cases, the subsequent reaction of the resultant charge-transfer
complex between the pyrene cation radical and superoxide
yields oxidized products (Sigman et al., 1998).

As shown in Table 1 and illustrated in Fig. 3b, the pseudo-
first-order rate coefficientkobs for the heterogeneous ozona-
tion of pyrene at the air-aqueous interface displays a modest
enhancement upon illumination. Interestingly, this enhance-
ment is accompanied by a change in kinetic mechanism:
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as illustrated in Fig. 3b, whilekobs displays a Langmuir-
Hinshelwood-type dependence upon gas-phase ozone con-
centration under dark conditions, it increases linearly with
gas-phase ozone concentration upon illumination. We at-
tribute this change in mechanism to an increased favoura-
bility of A-type pathways at the highly polar air-aqueous in-
terface.

The linear dependence ofkobs upon gas-phase ozone con-
centration observed in the present experiments suggests that
the charge-transfer reaction between pyrene and ozone at
the air-aqueous interface is sufficiently favourable to occur
via a non-adsorptive Eley-Rideal-type mechanism, in which
reaction occurs upon the collision of a gas-phase ozone
molecule with an adsorbed excited-state pyrene molecule
(Adamson, 1990). At the aqueous surface, the ozonide an-
ion thus formed can react to form hydroxyl radical, which
can in turn react with adsorbed pyrene. The pyrene radi-
cal cation formed as a result of the initial charge-transfer
reaction would be expected to react with water to form 1-
hydroxybenzene and further oxidized products (Sigman et
al., 1998). Our proposed mechanism can be summarized as
follows:

Pyr+hν → Pyr∗ (R1)

Pyr∗ +O3(ads) → oxidized products (R2)

Pyr∗ +O3(g) → Pyr+ +O−

3 (R3)

O−

3 +H2O→ OH−
+O2+OH (R4)

OH+Pyr→ oxidized products (R5)

Pyr+ +H2O→ oxidized products (R6)

If the electron-transfer/hydrolysis steps (Reactions R3 and
R4) are sufficiently fast, the adsorbed concentration of ozone
at the illuminated aqueous surface will be small. Under
these conditions, loss of pyrene at the interface may be dom-
inated by reaction with hydroxyl radical (Reaction R5) rather
than with adsorbed ozone (Reaction R2). In this manner,
the Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism observed in the dark,
which would involve reaction between co-adsorbed pyrene
and ozone, would evolve into one in which the ozone de-
pendence reflects the delivery of gas-phase ozone to the sur-
face, where its reduction is very rapid. A similar mechanism
has been proposed to explain the photoenhanced reaction of
chlorophyll with ozone at the salt water surface, which also
shows a linear dependence on gas-phase ozone concentration
(Reeser et al., 2009).

In summary, compelling evidence exists for the prevalence
of charge-transfer pathways – and thus the possibility for the
photoenhanced loss of pyrene via the formation of charge-
transfer complexes with adsorbed ozone – for excited-state
pyrene at the air-solid film interface. By contrast, the de-
activation of excited-state pyrene in non-polar environments

is expected to proceed primarily via oxygen-assisted inter-
system crossing. Indeed, the results obtained in this study
fit well within this conceptual framework: we see a pho-
toinduced enhancement of the heterogeneous ozonation rate
of solid-film pyrene but not of pyrene at the non-polar air-
octanol film interface. At the highly polar air-aqueous in-
terface, our results suggest that a charge-transfer mechanism
between gas-phase ozone and adsorbed pyrene is activated
upon illumination. We propose that the photoenhanced loss
of pyrene at the air-aqueous interface arises via the reaction
of pyrene with photoproduced hydroxyl radical or via the re-
action of pyrene cation radical with water.

5 Conclusions and implications for laboratory studies
of heterogeneous environmental photoprocesses

Under dark conditions, our results suggest that the heteroge-
neous reactivity of pyrene toward ozone is influenced by a
complex set of substrate-substrate and substrate-surface in-
teractions. In the presence of light, the behaviour of pyrene
at the surface of the three reaction environments under study
differs more dramatically: while the heterogeneous ozona-
tion of solid-film pyrene displays a light enhancement, the
ozonation of pyrene at the air-octanol film interface does
not; moreover, the ozone-induced loss of pyrene at the illu-
minated air-aqueous interface not only occurs more quickly
than in the dark but also displays a different dependence upon
gas-phase ozone concentration.

Our proposed mechanism of photoenhancement, which in-
volves the transfer of charge from pyrene to either gas-phase
or adsorbed ozone and which thus would be expected to be
more favourable at the air-solid film and air-aqueous inter-
faces than at the non-polar air-octanol film interface, fits well
with these observations. In real environments, however, re-
active molecules of interest are not present at bulk concen-
trations in a single solvent but rather are present as trace so-
lutes in a complex matrix, the other components of which
may alter their photophysical and photochemical properties.
The work presented here on aqueous surfaces implies that
photoenhanced processes may well be important for PAHs
dispersed at low concentrations in aqueous environments.
However, since real urban films have been shown to con-
tain large quantities of sulfates, nitrates, and metals, which
serve to increase the polarity of the medium and thus promote
charge-transfer processes, and which may serve as photocat-
alysts themselves (Lam et al., 2005), our failure to observe
light-enhanced ozonation at the air-octanol interface may not
be environmentally significant.

In summary, the results obtained in this study suggest that
a variety of heterogeneous photoprocesses occurring in ur-
ban film proxies may depend strongly upon the type of sur-
face that is used to mimic the urban film environment, and
further caution that the use of proxies that only superficially
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resemble urban films may not necessarily give an accurate
picture of reactions occurring in the environment.
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